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Welcome to
The Virtual
Evolution!
If you are reading the TVE for the first time,

Welcome!

The winter months can be a good time to re-assess
your business.  As a bookkeeper, February is the
slowest month for me. Year-end tasks are complete
and tax season hasn’t ‘geared up’ yet.  Therefore,
during February I work on updating my business
plan and finishing up the ‘back burner’ items from
last year. This month’s issue places emphasis on
cleaning up, clearing out, and re-evaluating your
business and what is important to you. I hope this
information is as useful and valuable to you as it
was for me.
Being a Virtual Entrepreneur demands persistence,
dedication, time, and patience.  The Virtual
Evolution cannot help you with any of that!  But,
we CAN help you by providing information and
resources to assist you in reaching your goals.
Do not hesitate to contact us with any questions
or suggestions you may have for future articles.
And, we are always happy to review YOUR articles
for possible publication.  In fact, TVE is always
seeking new writers to join our team.
To Your Success!

Sincerely,
Lily E. Chambers
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TVE Magazine One-question Survey
What topics would you like us to cover in future issues of TVE Magazine?
Please click
to email your response to info@tvemagazine.com! Thanks! We
look forward to hearing from you.
Lily E. Chambers
Publisher/Editor

Cover
Story

Are Diamonds Really A Girl’s
(and Guy’s!) Best Friend?

By: Carrie Greene
I bet you’ve heard the saying “a diamond is a girl’s
best friend,” well I’m not so sure it’s true.  Read
these two examples and tell me what you think…

(not the earrings in the article)

Example 1:  about five years ago I received a
wonderful present from my mother-in-law. She
gave me a pair of 18 karat gold earrings that she
had inherited. What’s more is that the earrings
were covered with 44 smallish but nearly perfect
diamonds. It told you it was a wonderful present!
But there was a problem…the earrings were ugly
and certainly not something I would ever wear.
Since they were valuable I put them safely into my
drawer and they sat.  Last year, I told my husband
that four years was long enough to be staring at
ugly (but valuable) earrings. They weren’t taking
up much space but I kept seeing them and they
were making me feel stupid for not wearing them.
I realized that it was time to either sell the earrings
or turn them into something that I’ll enjoy. I
decided to take the earrings, sell the gold and use
the diamonds to make a bracelet that I would wear.

Example 2: I have a client who had a storage unit.
She had been paying storage fees for years but had
no idea what was in it. She knew she needed to go
through the unit but somehow could never find the
time or energy. She would constantly beat herself
up about it as she promised herself again and again
that she’d do it next weekend. Finally she did
it. She spent the better part of two weeks going
through the storage unit. Add to that the hours she

spent being angry at herself and the guilt for not
getting to it sooner.
When she did go through it guess what she found…
a diamond ring.  Pretty cool, huh?  So I asked her…
was it worth it? Was the diamond ring she found
worth the years of storage fees? Was the diamond
ring worth the amount of angst she put herself
through? Was the diamond ring worth the time she
spent going through the storage unit and disposing
of just about everything else?  Tough questions,
and there are no right or wrong answers.
So how does this apply to you and your life and
business?
I bet you have lots of potentially valuable things.
Some of them are physical like my earrings but
for most of us what’s even more valuable are our
ideas.  You may shove these ideas into drawers,
piles, storage units or the recesses of your brain.  
You tell yourself that you’ll get around to doing it
one of these days. In the meantime the ideas nag
at you.  They make you feel guilty, that somehow
you should have already done it, used it or created
it.
The reality is that it all comes down to a decision.
Decide to do it and then do it or decide to let it go
and not worry about what you should have done.
I decided that it was time for me to do it. I spent
the time, energy and money necessary to transform
my ugly but valuable earrings into diamonds. My
client looked at her situation and the amount of
time, energy and money that she had invested over
the years into her diamond and realized that for her
it wasn’t worth it. With hindsight being 20/20 she
wishes that she had just let go of the storage unit
years ago. After all you can’t miss something you
never even knew was there.
What about you and the ideas you have laying
around? Just by having these ideas you are putting
time, and energy into them.  Is it worth it?  Sure
they may have potential and become something
valuable and useful but are you really going to take
the steps to make it happen and if you do, what
won’t you be doing?
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Are Diamonds Really A Girl’s (and Guy’s!)
Continued...

A closing thought...
“Unless commitment is made, there are only
promises and hopes…but no plans.”
— Peter Drucker, Management Guru

Make a decision
Imagine yourself picking up that idea, dusting it off
and making it happen.
Imagine yourself taking that idea and setting it
aside once and for all and letting yourself go onto
something else.
What will you decide? Share your thoughts and
comments with me on my blog (http://carriethru.
com/index.php/are-diamonds-a-girls-best-friend/).

Carrie Greene helps entrepreneurs and aspiring
entrepreneurs who are overwhelmed with
possibilities, ideas, shoulds and coulds within their
businesses to feel in control and get things done.
Carrie can help you create systems and structures
that enable you to prioritize, focus and follow
through on the right activities for yourself and
your business. You’ll be better able to monetize
your business and create the life you want by
carrying through on the steps it takes you to reach
your goals. To learn more about Carrie please
visit www.CarrieThru.com. © Copyright 2010
CarrieThru, LLC. All rights reserved.

Press Releases In TVE Magazine

Press releases are published free of charge in TVE Magazine.  To submit your press release online,
visit http://tvemagazine.com/pr-submission/
or you may email your press release to info@tvemagazine.com
The deadline for press releases are the 9th of each month. Press releases will be published as
space permits.
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Procrastination
Learn to say “no” – don’t take on extra work unless
you have the time and are committed to sticking to
your schedule.

By: Kathleen Vargas

Procrastination can happen to the best of us; we
have the best intentions but we take on too much
when we think our multi-tasking abilities will get
us through it. Ultimately we only cause ourselves
stress. Organization and scheduling are the keys
to avoiding this stress.  So get organized, make a
schedule, and then stick to it – today!  

We’re all guilty of it - putting things off until the last
minute. Sometimes procrastination is on purpose
and sometimes we do it unconsciously. Most times
we just have too many demands on our time and
there is no other choice but to put some tasks
off until later. Regardless of the reasons why we
do it, procrastination can cause a great deal of
unnecessary stress.

Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the
owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has been
assisting senior-level management for over 15
years. To find out more about Kathleen or how
partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your
business, visit http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or
email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.
Articles are free to reprint as long as the author’s
bio remains intact.

In today’s competitive world, everyone is trying to
one up the next person by proving they are more
productive. This causes us to take on too much and
then we struggle to get it all done. The good news
is that there are ways to avoid procrastination and
the stress it can cause.
Make a plan – schedule your work evenly for each
day and make sure to leave extra time at the end
for the inevitable problem that comes up (family
emergency, last minute project from a client,
computer crashes).
Get started right away – jump right into the project
and get a feel for whatever you’re working on so
you can determine if you will have questions or
issues down the line.
Keep track of your progress – set up small goals
or milestones so you can check them off as you
work. This will help keep track of where you are
in the project and encourage you to reach the next
milestone.
Consult your records – check your records and see
how long it took to complete similar projects so you
will know if you truly have the time to take on more
work.
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Questions To Help You Critique Your Business
And Boost Profits
By: Maria Marsala
I’m asked all the time, “what could I do that will
help me grow faster?”  And I’d love to have just
one answer, but of course I don’t.  The “what” is
different for each person who hires me, because
they are running their business differently than
someone else. What I can tell you is that when
you’re not winning like you’d like to be winning,
there are tried and true things that can help you
and you’re not going to like the answer. So I’ll hold
off on telling you the answer for a little bit longer.
Here is the main thing I see -- and it doesn’t matter
how long someone has been in business or how
much they’re making. The business owner forgets
that (s)he has to be both the boss and employee;
but not at the same time, of course.  Visualize this.  
A company without a boss. Or a solo company
without an employee.  Yet, many people, yes, even
you, are running their businesses like that!
Even if you love the work you’re doing - and I hope
you are in a business you love -- like accounting
or selling mortgages or being a financial planner, it
is imperative that you take at least 1 day a week
and be the boss of you and at least one day a week
to be the marketing director! Even if you’re an
independent professional or agent working for a
BIG company, you need to take time out to be the
boss and marketer.

their ‘rear in gear.’
And now comes the part I know you won’t want to
hear -- they have a plan in place that they use daily
as a guide and to monitor their performance. What
I find as I talk with experienced business owners
is that the day came when they realized that the
only thing that they hadn’t yet done, that they
“knew” they needed to do, was create a plan.  They
came to this realization when they became sick
and tired of putting out fires all the time.  Or they
became sick and tired of knowing that they could be
earning more or working less, but try as they did,
something was always in the way of their continued
growth.
50,000 organizations have benefited from bringing
The One Page Business Plan® System into their
companies. And 30 universities use the system
as part of their business curriculum. Business
Planning doesn’t have to be as difficult as “we” (and
I was included in that “we” years ago) make it.  So
if you can’t answer all of the 28 questions below
confidently, it’s time to put the pedal to the metal
and create your business and marketing plan. You
have nothing to lose and everything to gain!

1. Is the legal structure of your business
protecting you personally? (like an LLC, S
or C Corp)

What do bosses do? Well in small companies, they
manage the functions of the company so that
everything is running smoothly. They review the
performance of employees (even if they’re the
only employee!) They do the hiring and firing -- of
consultants and clients, alike.  They make sure that
accounting, and purchasing, and HR functions are
running without a hitch. They have a team of other
business owners that they confide in, and at the
very least they’ve hired a business coach to keep

2. What services and/or products do you
offer?
3. What is your experience with this market?
4. What are the risks involved with this
business?
5. What are the risks you have in regards to
growing your business?
6. What are your business strengths?
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Questions To Help You Critique Your Business
Continued...

7. *What business are you building? (VISION)
8. What problems does your company solve?
9. Who is struggling with the problem your
company solves?
10. Who is your ideal client?
11. How large is the market share for that
“ideal client”?
12. Where do you find more or your clients?
13. What is the best way for them to learn
about the services or products your
company offers?
14. Who is your competition?
15. How do the problems your company
solves differ from existing or competing
businesses?

26. Who is on your board of advisors and what
is their experience?
27. *What are the BIG steps that you must
take to achieve your dreams? (ACTION
STEPS)
28. Do you have a website that is capturing
prospects?
* These 5 concepts are from The One Page Business
Plan® program
© 2010 Elevating Your Business. Maria Marsala
helps remarkable women CEOs get a life and future
from their business by providing accountability,
support and a (gentle) kick in the rear when
needed. Quickly learn which areas of your business
scream for your immediate attention and which
areas deserve a hurrah! Take our Business Checkup
today at www.CoachMaria.com

16. How does your company differ from your
competition?
17. *How will your product/service help your
prospects have better lives/businesses?
(MISSION)
18. How are you going to make money?
19. What amount of money do you think you
need to have an enjoyable life?
20. What are the core values of your
company?
21. *What 10 BIG ways are you planning
to market or build your company?
(STRATEGIES)
22. *How will you monitor the results of your
marketing efforts? (OBJECTIVES)
23. How are you pricing your services or
products?
24. What does your marketing funnel look like?
25. Who is on your management team and
what is their experience?
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Publish Or Perish
By: C.J. Hayden, MCC
When you place a call to a prospective client,
does the person you are calling already know your
name, even if you have never met?  When new
clients are referred to you, do they often say that
they’ve heard of you from several different sources?
Are you frequently contacted by people who are
ready to work with you and don’t question your
qualifications?  These are just some of the results
you can expect when you make publishing part of
your marketing plan.
In the academic world, the phrase “publish or
perish” reflects the common knowledge that people
must know who you are in order to hire you,
promote you, or fund your research.  No matter
what niche you do business in, experts agree that
publishing your work accelerates your ability to
gain clients.  According to Tom Lambert, author of
“High Income Consulting” (http://www.icfce.com),
winning some level of fame is the surest way to
higher earnings as a professional.

Here are some guidelines to help you start getting
published or expand your publishing efforts:
1. Publishing is easier than ever before. In
the pre-Internet age, most publishing took
the form of articles in newspapers and
magazines or full-length books. Getting
your work published usually required a
lengthy process of approaching (and being
rejected by) numerous editors. Now it’s
possible to write an article in the morning
and have it in the hands of thousands by
afternoon, often with no editor’s stamp of
approval.
You can publish your own articles on the
web via email broadcasts to your own
mailing list, posting them on your web
site or weblog, or submitting them to
the thousands of independent web sites
and ezines eager for fresh content to

inform their visitors.  In addition, many
print magazines and newsletters accept
completed articles sent by email. Just
check the submission guidelines of any
publication that interests you to see if they
require queries before sending.
Electronic publishing also makes it possible
to easily publish shorter-length books as
ebooks, web-based manuals, ecourses, or
short-run printings of workbooks, booklets,
and white papers. If you can put together
ten pages of material, you have enough to
publish in one of these shorter forms, and
begin referring to yourself as “the author
of...”
2. Write what you do. The best articles or
workbooks are not those describing the
type of work you do; they are the ones
that actually help the reader do that work.
Instead of writing how life coaching can
help people complete important projects, a
coach should write his best tips on ending
procrastination. A professional organizer
could write about dealing with junk mail,
and a sales trainer could write about
motivating salespeople when business is
slow.
If you’re feeling stuck for writing topics,
make it a habit after every client meeting
to mentally review each of the subjects
you discussed with your client and note
which ones might be good for a future
article.  Or, think of the ten questions that
clients or prospects most commonly ask
about your line of work. Each one of those
questions is likely to be an excellent article
topic or chapter in a book.
3. Make all your writing count. Steven Van
Yoder, author of “Get Slightly Famous”
(http://www.getslightlyfamous.com)
encourages his clients to get their articles
reprinted as many places as possible. If
you’re going to take the trouble to write
a good article, why not reuse it over and
over? Steve has helped many clients get a
single article posted on up to 100 different
web sites, as well as in multiple print
publications.
Many sites and publications happily accept
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Publish Or Perish
Continued...

articles that have already been printed
[including TVE Magazine *smile*]. If you
want to write for an outlet that insists on
“first rights” of publication for a certain
length of time, no problem.  Write a new
article for that outlet, then concentrate
on getting it reprinted elsewhere after
the time period has expired.  Remember,
too, that every piece of writing can be repurposed. An article can be expanded into
a white paper; a collection of articles can
become a book.
4. If you’re not a writer, work with one.  You
don’t have to be able to write well in order
to get published. It isn’t just celebrities
that work with ghost writers, editors, or
proofreaders to strengthen and polish their
writing. If you’re better at expressing
yourself out loud, you don’t even have to
write. You can speak your thoughts and

have them transcribed and edited by a
professional.
5. Get started now. The more writing you
publish and the longer your work has been
out there, the more you will increase your
visibility, credibility, and reputation as an
expert. Clients will come to you instead of
you having to seek them out. Your sales
cycles will be shorter, and the fees you
charge can be higher. Each publication
will become a salesperson to whom you
never have to pay a commission, working
tirelessly to bring you more clients.
Copyright © 2004, C.J. Hayden C.J. Hayden is the
author of Get Clients Now!™ Thousands of business
owners and independent professionals have used
her simple sales and marketing system to double or
triple their income. Get a free copy of “Five Secrets
to Finding All the Clients You’ll Ever Need” at www.
getclientsnow.com.
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Subscribe to TVE Magazine

This ezine was created to assist both Virtual Entrepreneurs and brick/mortar entrepreneurs.
Whether you are just starting out in your new business or you are a veteran entrepreneur, you will
benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks, and how-to’s as well as up-to-date articles written by entrepreneurs
just like you. These articles will encompass all facets of working virtually and of being an
entrepreneur.  We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your needs.  
To get the most recent ezines as they are published, sign up at www.tvemagazine.com/subscribe.

Get Involved With TVE Magazine

Come join the forum at www.tvemagazine.com/forum and discuss with like-minded people how YOU
and YOUR BUSINESS can evolve and grow!
AND - we are always looking for new articles to publish in future issues of the magazine.
The article submission specs are located at www.tvemagazine.com/article-submission/
We are seeking articles written by entrepreneurs of every type! Submitted articles can range from
specific niches to tech reviews, tips/tricks, etc.; anything that is of interest to entrepreneurs (virtual
or brick/mortar).

Advertise In TVE Magazine!

Your ad will be seen by nearly 2000 readers (that we know of!) each month and both the Virtual
Professional Directory and Resource Directory are also online at www.tvemagazine.com.
The advertising rates are as follows:
1/4 page (3.5”w x 5”h) OR (7.5”w x 2.5”h) - $30.00 per issue
1/2 page (7.5”w x 5”h) - $50.00 per issue
Full page (7.5”w x 10”h) - $90.00 per issue
Virtual Professional Directory - $6.00 per year (includes 1 category listing, addt’l categories $1.00/ea)
Resource Directory (1.3” square box or 4.88”w x .63”h banner)
12 month listing - $90
9 month listing - $78
6 month listing - $54
3 month listing - $28
For more information email advertise@tvemagazine.com or visit www.tvemagazine.com to sign up!

How To Search The Internet More Efficiently
By: Mattie Hayes Stokes
Several techniques can be used to make your
internet searches easier and more efficient.  They
include:
Use Quotes: When quotation marks are used
around a word or phrase (i.e. “operation manual”),
the search engine will return only pages that
include the exact term you entered. If typed
without quotes, the search engine will look for
pages with the word “operation” or for pages with
the word “manual” anywhere on the page.
Make Use Of Search Engines That Focus On
Specific Fields/Categories:
This link (http://websearch.about.com/od/
enginesanddirectories/tp/search-engine-list.
htm) will take you to a comprehensive list of
search engines posted by Wendy Boswell (http://
websearch.about.com/bio/Wendy-Boswell-13134.
htm) an About.com (http://www.about.com/guide).
“You will find listings of “All-purpose search engines,
visual search engines, people search engines … and
more in this … comprehensive guide to the best
search engines on the web.”

the phrase red rose. Typing in inurl:red rose would
yield the websites with the word rose or the word
red.
Keywords: Use as many keywords as you need
that best describe what you’re looking for. The
more precise the words are, the better.  For
example, try looking for “the top 10 search engines
in 2010” instead of just “top search engines.”
Want to perform more efficient and effective
searches on the Internet? Why not try out some of
the techniques above today.
Mattie Hayes Stokes is an Online Small Office
Business Operations Analyst and Principal of Just In
Time! Virtual Assistant. She helps self-employed
professionals solve operational problems and
streamline business processes. Check out her
website, www.JustInTimeVA.com for free resources
and a valuable ebook called “Can Your Business Run
Without You? Business Operations Manual Quick
Start Guide: Just Fill-In the Blanks”.

Use “+” and “-”: Use the plus sign (“+”) to search
for pages on the Web that must include certain
words.  For example, type Serena +Tennis and the
search engine will only find pages that include both
words. Use the minus symbol ( – ) when you want
to find pages that include one specific search word
but excludes other specified words.  For example
type Serena - Tennis to find pages that contain the
word Serena but excludes the word Tennis.
Search A Specific Domain: Use this to search
only one specfic website or certain domain types
only (i.e., .edu for education, .gov for government,
.tv for television, etc).  For example: type
housing site:.gov or site: gov housing if you want
to see pages that contain the word “housing”
for government type domains only; admission
site:www.stanford.edu or site:www.stanford.edu
admission if you only want admission information
for stanford; or site:.tv if you only want to see
domains with the televison extension.
Use the Inurl Syntax: This technique allows you
to search for web addresses (URLs) that contain the
word(s) you enter.  For example: inurl:“red rose”
would yield all the websites (URLs) that contain
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Blogging Equals Healthy Business
will give your readers the ability to post feedback
on your posts. And this will give you valuable
insights and ideas regarding your next product or
project.

By: Rebecca Thompson

These days everyone has either written a blog, or
read a blog or maybe even both. Blogs have many
functions including being an essential tool in the
success of a business. If you are familiar with how
blogs work and how to effectively utilize them for
the health and wealth of your business, you will
be paid back substantially for your efforts. On the
other hand, ineffective blogging will simply waste
your time and efforts, and this would be a great
misuse of a tremendous marketing tool.
So why does your business need a blog? Credibility
is a good answer. Posting about news in your
industry, links you’d recommend to topics related
to your industry or posting helpful information from
the inside and your personal experiences will allow
your readers will see you not only as a valuable
information source but as a community minded
business.
Increased traffic and list building are two more
reasons why your business needs a blog. These
tools are solid, effective, and proven methods for
marketing your goods and services online.

How do you build traffic with your blog? Your blog
provider may provide potential readers with the
option of a search box. This tool gives the reader
the ability to search for a particular blog post using
a word or phrase. By using those particular words
or phrases in your title, you’ll boost your chances
for acquiring some targeted traffic.
Don’t forget to submit your blog to the search
engines by adding SEO keywords. Blogs are full of
relevant information and the search engines love
them.  After every post, simply ‘ping’ your blog, and
this announces your update and the search engines
will pick it up.
So jump on the blogging bandwagon and take
advantage of one of the cheapest and smartest
marketing tools available.  It’s easy and profitable so build yours today!
Rebecca Thompson is the Owner of CLR Virtual
Connection. She works with Coaches on their Social
Media, is a Certified Social Media Specialist and a
Master Certified Microsoft Office Specialist. Rebecca
is also one of the few Certified Traffic Geyser Virtual
Assistants. She has strong skills in social media,
web 2.0, data entry, internet research (market and
competitor.

Blogs are great for your customers. They’re not
seen the same as your basic website or sales page.
Postings are usually informal. At times they can be
entertaining, yet informative.  Their accuracy and
effectiveness will peak the interest of your readers,
establish you as an “expert”, and build trust
between you and your readers.
Offering subscriptions to your blog through sources
like bloglet.com will allow your readers to simply
opt to receive notices of your most recent postings,
delivered directly to their inboxes. Provided your
postings remain relevant to your readers’ wants and
needs, they’ll continually come to you first.  
If you set up your blog to accept comments, this
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What’s Holding You Back?
and dreams. It really helped me to strengthen my
resolve and improve my self-esteem. Sometimes
I would go back and re-read and even re-write
my dreams as they progressed. It was a fabulous
exercise that I use in several ways in my personal
and business life to this date.

By: Jeannine Clontz

You have to find your inner strength and power to
devote some of your passion on developing a strong
and viable business. It will ultimately take your
business beyond what you ever imagined.
What’s your POWER Story?
Find and Use Your Power
Having your own business is the ultimate in power.
You totally control your lifestyle when you’re an
entrepreneur. It’s your call. You found the power
within yourself to get this far – you know you have
superior skills; you know you have value; you
know you can eventually spend more time with
family and friends once you establish a prosperous
business; and you know that one of the benefits
of your power as an entrepreneur is allowing you
to choose where you live and how you live. Your
finances are not being controlled by someone else,
or a corporation, but solely by you.

Jeannine Clontz, provides professional business
coaching to established and start-up virtual
assistants (VA’s). Learn more about Time
Management for Virtual Assistants by downloading
her FREE report “A Fresh Look at Time Management
for Virtual Assistants”, or request her FREE audio
CD “What’s Holding Back my Business Success?”,
and more by visiting: http://www.VAbizcoach.com;
or contact her at: coach@VAbizcoach.com.

You have the power, let’s learn how to focus it on
what’s most important to you and where you want
to be in your business. What are you passionate
about as it relates to your business, not your skills,
but your business.
There are many ways to validate and control your
power. Sometimes it’s as easy as looking into
the mirror every morning and reminding yourself
how valuable you are, how important it is that
you continue to grow your business, or reminding
yourself that you have great skills and take a
leadership role in building your business.
Find someone to share your dreams and aspirations
with who will encourage and support the power you
have to move forward and develop your business.
In the early years, for me, it wasn’t my husband,
he just didn’t understand; and I hadn’t built up any
solid relationships with anyone I could trust with
whom I could share my dreams. My solution was
getting a journal where I could write down my goals
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Social Networking Changed Everything - The
New Marketing & PR Model
By: Diana Ennon

have chats, host events, get more publicity for your
articles and press releases & even announce your
seminars and radio shows. And that’s not even the
half of it.  There are entire books written on this,
so my first recommendation is to get them.  Why
struggle and find your way around when you can
easily read the tips from those who know exactly
what you need to succeed.

It’s pretty obvious that the marketing of today has
changed. You have newspapers going virtual/web
only, Twitter and Facebook replacing postcards and
phone calls, and potential clients now being the main
target of your press releases as opposed to editors.
It’s all changing and to do PR today, you need to
change with it. The good news is that it’s never been
easier.  The bad news, you need to learn a new way
to do things. Fortunately, there are tips that can
make it easier and I’m here to show you a few.
First, no one can deny the power of social
networking. And those that do are just plain wrong.
I’ve been in business since 1985 and I liken this
to way back when emails became a way of life.
Many still contended they wanted to do it the oldfashioned way and nothing would beat a letter. (I
know it’s hard to even imagine this today.) It wasn’t
long until they realized their error, but by then their
competition was way ahead of them. Don’t make the
same mistake now. You absolutely need to get with
it and get on board. I can practically guarantee you
within weeks you’ll be hooked and wondering why
you ever hesitated.  It’s so easy, and the potential so
great, you need to start today.

Let’s break it down.  Twitter first.  Forget all the “I
don’t care what they ate for lunch excuses,” that’s
where your competition and peers are and you
do need to be there too. Sure you do have a few
tweeters who will update you on the latest hot dog
they ate, but that’s rare.  What you do have is more
and more businesses networking and connecting with
each other in ways never thought possible. It’s also
more than just networking back and forth, you can

Also, while you are getting your feet wet, don’t jump
in and start posting and selling and ranting and
raving.  Take it slow.  Sign up, take a sit, remain
quiet for a short time and read what others are
posting. Follow the leaders in your industry and take
advantage of their knowledge. It can almost feel like
walking around with them all day and looking over
their shoulders for their secrets. What’s cool is they
give their tips freely, why wouldn’t you want to take
advantage of that?  As an example, if someone were
looking for information on starting a virtual assistant
business or getting publicity for their business, they
could follow me at Twitter.com/dianaennen.
Now the key many forget is that not only do you
need to follow them, you need to listen earnestly
to what they are saying. Go to the sites they
recommend. Actually do the things they suggest.
And most importantly, if you have the opportunity
to contribute and honestly have something of
importance to say, do!  Even if they aren’t following
you, once you list their twitter name @name, it will
go to them.  Best yet, you might get a retweet or
even better a RT and follow back.  As many say,
those are the ultimate compliments.
Now it’s important to learn the social media lingo
– Hashtags, Retweets, Fans, Follow Friday, this is
just a few of the many names you need to know to
do business better.  It can be overwhelming.  No,
in fact it is overwhelming.  However, if you keep it
simple and take it a step at a time, you can do it.  
When you see a term you don’t know, look it up right
then. Write down your interpretation and do the
investigating to find out more about it.  Here are just
a few to help you on your journey.
What’s a retweet?   That’s when you find somone’s
information useful and you want to pass it onto your
followers. So basically RT (retweet) is good content
that you pass on. Many RT just to RT. Don’t be one
of them. You know your followers and what they
want and need, that’s what you should be RT’ing.  
We highly recommend signing up for TweetDeck for
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Social Networking Changed Everything
Continued...

ease in doing this. A click of a button and you are
there.
Next you need to know about Follow Friday. This is
definitely one of my favorites.  Think of Follow Friday
as your day networking at a business get-together,
only better. You get to stay in the comfort of your
own home, and you get to immediately make the
connections, not when you get home with a handful
of business cards. Try to plan your week so you
can participate. Remember this can be even more
effective than a Chamber meeting or an expensive
business seminar. So plan a lighter load on Friday
whenever possible. You want people to mention you
so mention them.  Also, don’t just list 20 screens of
twitter names that you want people to follow. Tell
your followers why they should follow them. What
do they offer that your followers would be interested
in? Remember to put #followfriday in your posting.
(By the way, see that # in followfriday.  That’s what
is called a hashtag.  Cool huh!)  And finally, you want
people to retweet your followfriday postings, so keep
your count to 120 instead of 140 so they can easily
do this.  In fact, do this for all tips or postings you
wanted retweeted.
Finally, try to post on Friday mornings.  I don’t know
about the rest of you, but I’ll often go down my
postings to find those I want to list.  I know I want
to list them beforehand so it’s not that I’m just going
down my friends column, but often times I don’t
have their information readily available. By posting
on Friday you are giving it to them.
Also, follow some of the owners of the many article
and press release directories who tweet. Some of
the best are on there and giving away secrets to
success left and right.

Facebook is pretty self explanatory. The key here
is to spend some time to expand your network.
Fortunately you get notices when someone responds
to your posts, so try and go and follow-up as soon
as you can.  However, be careful that you don’t get
sidetracked doing this too often. Build relationships.

You can have thousands of friends and fans, but can
you honestly connect to all of them? I know I sure
can’t. Twitter also now allows your tweets to be sent
to your Facebook page too.  This is definitely a plus.  
Just make sure that you don’t do this to all of your
postings, only the ones you feel would interest your
friends on Facebook.

Article Submissions, Press Release Submissions--I
also say you need to send out articles and press
releases religiously. Many question how some
succeed with this and others don’t. What’s the
difference? The main thing is that they know what to
do. They realize the difference that page ranking can
make and don’t waste their time on sites that don’t
get results. They sign up for Google Alerts under
their keywords and then check out the sites that
frequently get spidered. Then they send to those
places and add those sites to their database. We do
have a fabulous PR informational package that is free
to anyone who emails us.
Marketing a business and social networking does
not have to be expensive if you just remember to
network and use all the tools available to you. In
fact, it can be fun as you get to meet new people
and develop new ways to sell you and your business.
Also, keep in mind if you do not want to do it
yourself, there are excellent qualified pros and virtual
assistants available to assist. You do not need to do
it all. You just need to do it!
Diana Ennen specializes in publicity and marketing
and is the President of Virtual Word Publishing,
http://www.virtualwordpublishing.com and author
of numerous books including Virtual Assistant the
Series: Become a Highly Successful Sought After VA.
Ready to jumpstart your PR campaign, then email
her at Diana@virtualwordpublishing.com. Free PR
Informational Package available. Twitter – http://
www.twitter.com/dianaennen. Article is free to be
reprinted as long as bio remains.
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Would The Real You Please Stand Up?
By: Serita Diana
You can be found on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
your website, your company website and many
other places online. You network frequently to build
connections because connecting is the name of the
game.  You had a professional picture taken, had
a great bio written by someone you hardly know,
and you even have someone posting your listings
on your various social media outlets. You’re doing
everything right… or are you?
In a day where we can instantly connect with others
by simply clicking a button it is more important
than ever that we show our connections who we
truly are. Although we are more technologically
advanced than many of us could possibly have
foreseen when we were growing up, we are now in
a time when trust is a commodity that is not freely
given.  In other words, you have to be the real you.  
You can’t be a poster child for your logo. If you
are planning on capitalizing on today’s technology
implement these changes to make the connections
that will lead to sales.

•

Ditch the professional picture that reeks
of the photographer telling you to say
cheese and go for a more candid shot.
It can still be professionally done if you
insist, but make it be real.  Not another
face in a shirt and tie or suit.

•

Mix some personal in with the
professional. No one is that professional
24/7. Insert your personality into what
you are posting. Your readers will thank
you for it!

•

Go beyond just posting your listings.
Include community events, local items
of interest, and some of what you have
been doing. If you or your town just
got awarded for something, share it.
Don’t ever substitute a logo for a picture

•

of yourself. People do business with
people, not with companies.  If you
have any doubts, just call one of your
local utilities companies where you are
sure to be greeted by the annoying
digital recording. Is that how you want
to be perceived?
Making a few simple changes in how you are
interacting with others, whether it is face to face
or virtually, can make a world of difference in how
successful you are.  After all, you can’t connect with
someone if they have no clue who you truly are.
Serita Diana specializes in the real estate industry
and is the owner of List 2 Close Assistant,
specializing in real estate virtual assistance and
assistance to the small business owner. In addition
to her real estate experience, Serita also has an AA
in Business Management. For more information visit
www.list2closeassistant.com.
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Plant And Tend A Lead Garden
Book Excerpt

sites, cold calling, media coverage, and training.  
Properly tending your garden means that you look
closely at the plants and determine what is a weed
and what will produce revenue.

By: Janet W. Christy

If you want your efforts to result in revenue
generating leads you need to approach it as you
would a garden.
Soil: Choose your soil wisely so that you produce
the leads you want. If you planted your garden in
sand you would only be able to grow cactus; in red
clay you might get only kudzu vines. You need soil
that is receptive to your products and services. Be
sure the places, organizations and websites you
spend your time on are interested in your products
and services.

Harvesting: Unfortunately produce from a garden
will not fall from the plant and march itself into your
kitchen.  Neither will sales, contracts and projects
fall into your basket.  You must watch leads closely,
determine when they are ripe and close the deal.
Having a pretty garden is fine for flowers, but
not for produce. Planting marketing seeds and
generating leads are important, but be careful you
don’t spend all your time generating leads and
rarely reap any benefits.  
Replant: Most plants do not produce more than
one season. Even fruit trees have to eventually be
replaced. It takes replanting to continue to have
revenue to harvest.

Planting: Your seeds or seedlings need to be
planted in a way that will facilitate them “taking
hold.”  If you throw your seeds by the handfuls into
your garden, very few will work their way down into
the soil and actually produce a plant. Scattering
your business cards, brochures, materials or time
randomly will not plant your business in the minds
of very many actual purchasers and users.
Fertilizing: No fertilizer may starve your garden,
too much or the wrong type will kill it. Finesse will
guide you in how much stimulant to apply to the
marketing seeds you have planted.
Tending: A few seeds will fully mature and produce
results all on their own. More will produce results
if the garden is watered and weeds are cleared.
Watering equates to your paying daily attention to
marketing. Weeding your lead garden means that
you clear it of things that eat up your time, effort
and money and produce no revenue. Some things
that can be weeds or revenue producing plants
are: lead generation or networking organizations,
advertising, blogging, interacting on social media

This is an excerpt from “101 Winning Marketing
Actions for Small Business” a workshop in book
form by Janet W. Christy. The book is for all Small
Businesses, but is particularly helpful to businesses
that are Very Small, Woman-Owned or MinorityOwned.
Janet W. Christy has spent the majority of her
professional career in marketing, sales and public
relations positions. She is the Owner/President
of Leverage & Development, LLC, a consulting
firm focused on helping Small Businesses and
the agencies and organizations that work with
them. More information can be found at www.
leverageanddevelopment.com
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What Are You Doing With Your Great
Publicity?
By: Dan Janal
If an article is printed in a newspaper or blog and
no one reads it, does it make any noise?
Yes, that is a hypothetical question based on the
age-old line of “If a tree falls in the forest and
no one hears it…” but there is a lot of similarity
between the two ideas.
Many people get articles written about themselves
via PR LEADS or their own pitching to reporters
but they fail to do anything with it.  In effect, the
publicity has created one ripple in the pond, but
that ripple hasn’t spread. It is up to you to make
noise. It is up to you to create a tidal wave from
the ripple.
You might be letting a lot of opportunities go by the
wayside.

4. Send the link and article to your prospects,
clients and followers via email.
5. Post the link and the article to your blog.
6. Frame the article and hang it in your
waiting room. Consider highlighting your
quotes and name in yellow so it stands
out from the rest of the article. The
highlighting will focus a reader’s attention
directly on your quote.
7. Copy the article and print it in your sales or
marketing kit. The media gives you a form
of credibility that is unmatched. Use it.
8. Include the article in your book proposal.
Book acquisition editors want to know that
you can create publicity for the book. Show
them here and you’re more likely to get
a contract and more likely to get a larger
advance.
9. Create a list of headlines of articles in which
you were quoted and post that to your
website. Include live links to the articles.
Reporters and prospects will be impressed
that you have so many media hits.

Here are 10 ways to promote your publicity:
1. Tweet a link to the article. I do this for
my clients, when they tell me about
their publicity via PR LEADS. I use a
provocative title to get attention. Here’s
an example: Need writing tips for a job
application? @prleads client Diane L
Samuels gets publicity on Monster.com
http://ow.ly/2tGcI. Notice how I use the
keyword “publicity” so anyone looking for
“publicity” on Twitter will see this.  Use your
own keywords as well so more people will
find your links.
2. Post the link on your Linked In profile.
3. Post the link to relevant groups on Linked
In.  Heavy emphasis on “relevant.”  Don’t
post it in places where people wouldn’t
care. You’d be hurting yourself if you did
that.  Also, don’t say “I’m quoted here”
and post the link. Tell people what they
can learn by reading the article. Your focus
should be on sharing information and not
appearing self-promotional.

10. Use the front page of your website to let
the world know you have been quoted. Too
many clients get PR and hide it! Let the
first impression people have of you be from
the media.
Please respect all copyrights when you post articles
or reproduce articles.  Contact the media to find out
their policies for reprints of their materials in print
and on websites and in emails or in other formats.
When you do these tasks, you’ll be letting your
world know you are the thought leader and expert
they seek to hire for their consulting, speaking and
other new business opportunities.
If you don’t do these tasks, your publicity will
be yesterday’s news and will line the proverbial
birdcage. You must let the world know that you
have gotten publicity. You must beat your own
drum.
Dan Janal helps small businesses get publicity so
they can sell more products. My clients get terrific
results from my coaching, consulting, done-for-you
services and do-it-yourself tools. For info, go to
www.prleadsplus.com or call me at 952-380-1554.
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Figure Out Why You’re REALLY In Business
And Client Attraction Becomes Big-time Easy
By: Fabienne Fredrickson
QUOTE: “Living your best life is to find out what
your calling is. Your real job on Earth is to find out
what you were meant to be doing and to find a way
to do that thing.” —Oprah Winfrey

for what I want in life. I also learned about having
compassion for others (including my clients), to
know that we all have painful experiences that
shape who we are today; we all have fears and
things holding us back, but these don’t need to
continue to hold us back.
At the same time, we all have massive potential for
success, and to make a difference, especially being
self-employed. It’s just a question of getting out
of our own way and then getting out there in a BIG
way.

For years, I’d wondered what my life purpose
was, what my calling was, especially in business.  
I’ve always known that I was good at marketing,
but I also knew I was here for something bigger
than I could dream, yet I couldn’t figure out what
that was. I’ll admit I had a sometimes painful
upbringing and early adulthood, and I always
wondered WHY this was all happening to me. If
there’s supposed to be a reason for everything,
then what was the reason I experienced so many
deeply trying times? What was I supposed to do
with all of it?  I just couldn’t figure it out.
In the last few years, I’ve made it a habit to TiVo
Oprah on a daily basis and am familiar with her
saying, “Use your life.”  Countless times, I’ve heard
her inspire her viewers to look for the meaning in
something that’s happened to them, and then ask
them to turn around and do something useful with
it. The concept seems to be: Don’t necessarily
wallow in what’s happened to you.

Using Client Attraction, I use my ‘calling’ on a daily
basis with my clients.  Yes, early on and for the
majority of the time, we focused heavily on the
marketing.  (Listen, if you’re sitting on the sofa
WAITING for clients day after day, you’re not going
to make a big difference in this world.) You were
given a gift, so you need to get out there to tell
people about it and start helping people get results.
Therefore, the marketing is absolutely crucial.
But once the marketing systems are in place, the
‘calling’ piece of it extends also to the other stuff
that most entrepreneurs never put their attention
to: increasing their confidence, getting out of their
own way and into their true potential success (it’s
already IN them, they just haven’t accessed it fully
up to now). Especially women.

That might mean noticing how they get stopped by
a chronic conditioning of playing too small, limiting
thoughts, not deserving, subtle self-sabotaging
behaviors, and fears that may or may not really
exist, but are DEFINITELY getting in the way.  In
addition to the marketing, that’s where I can make
a massive difference in someone’s business success
and in his or her life.  I’m a marketing junkie, but
Instead, use the experience and the learning to
help others, to make a difference, to create change.   that’s the juicy stuff for me.  Best of all, it works
and clients love the outcome.
THAT is your life purpose.  THAT is your calling,
and it’s super important for businesses like ours
When you’re coming from your ‘calling,’ clients
because we can affect people and businesses so
get better results, give you amazing testimonials,
directly.
and more referrals. You begin to make a more
substantial difference and that automatically
Since then, I’ve realized why all that happened
translates to more success, more in-come, and all
to me and why I’m here.  From my experiences,
that stuff.
I learned to overcome my once very low selfesteem, as well as the negative beliefs and playing
Wondering how to tap into your own calling? Here’s
small, to have more confidence and to really go
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Figure Out Why You’re REALLY In Business
Continued...

what I learned about finding mine:

then it’s something to pursue.

* When you’re NOT aligned with your life
purpose, life is more of a struggle.
* Hardship is actually good. It’s a sign from
the Universe that you’re not necessarily on
the right track. See hardship as a blessing
and a clue.
It’s not about necessarily CHANGING your business
(I’m still doing Client Attraction and marketing,
at least for now); it’s a clue that you may need
to change your direction a tiny bit or tweak it just
slightly.

Once you’ve found it, start weaving it little by little
into your every day work with clients, or start doing
it a little at a time. Instead of doing a complete
180, test out the waters.  Look for how you FEEL.  
Look for the subtle feedback. Then add a little
more, so that it feels authentic to you.  As you keep
going, add even a little more of it until it feels really
good and you notice a difference in your clients’
results and how they relate to you. Start weaving
it in your talks, your teleclasses, your networking,
and your articles.  Over time, when it feels right,
you can start adding it permanently to your
marketing materials.
Your calling is to help others AND to feel good doing
it.  Once you find it, throw yourself into it.  Success,
clients, and increased revenues will naturally come
to you when you do. You won’t believe you get paid
to live it.

Your Client Attraction Assignment:
Find a way to weave your ‘calling’ into your work.
Ask yourself these questions for clues on finding
yours:
* What section of the bookstore do you hang
around in the most?
* Look around you for signs about your
purpose. They’re everywhere if you look
for them. Little happy coincidences aren’t
coincidences at all. They’re ALL signs.
* If you act upon the signs and take inspired
action, you’ll expedite your journey to living
your purpose.
*   Find what comes easily to you, what
helps others AND makes you feel good at
the same time. If something brings you
joy (like, for me, teaching and inspiring
entrepreneurs to truly succeed on all levels)

All that said, I urge you NOT to forget the
marketing.  When you market authentically, Client
Attraction becomes big-time easy. Not sure where
to start? Try the step-by-step system that will feel
easy and authentic to you. The Client Attraction
Home Study System™ avoids all the extraneous
stuff that could distract your growth and instead
gives you the most important things to do to set up
simple, solid systems, so that you consistently fill
your pipeline and continually get new clients. It’s
all step-by-step, not a big mishmash of things.  So,
you do step one of the system, and when you’re
done with that, you move on to step two, and so
on.  So easy.  All the tools, scripts, templates, and
examples are handed to you on a silver platter. You
can get it at www.theclientattractionsystem.com.
2010 Client Attraction LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client Attraction Mentor,
is founder of the Client Attraction System™, the
proven step-by-step program that shows you
exactly how to attract more clients, in record time...
guaranteed. To get your F.R.E.E. Audio CD by
mail and receive her weekly marketing & success
mindset articles on attracting more high-paying
clients and dramatically increasing your income,
visit www.ClientAttraction.com.
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Virtual Professional Directory
To add your listing to the Virtual Professional Directory starting at only $6/year, go to
http://www.tvemagazine.com/advertising-rates

General Administrative Support
Annointed Assistant
Christine Davis
Byram, MS
Phone: 601.206.0431 ext 11
Email: Christine@AnnointedAssistant.com
Website: www.AnnointedAssistant.com

The Virtual Office Goddess
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

Deadline Met Virtual Assistant Services
Marie Fitzgibbons
Irvine, CA 92604
Phone: 888-508-1580
Email: marie@deadlinemet.com
Website: http://www.deadlinemet.com

Typing Bug VA Services
Deneen Wilson
Thomasville, GA 31792
Phone: 229-378-0521
Email: deneen@typingbug.com
Website: http://www.typingbug.com

Samurai Office Services
Fiona Rodgers
Cedar Creek, QLD Australia 4207
Phone: +61 488676782
Email: fiona@sosva.com.au
Website: www.samuraiofficeservices.com.au

Virtual Assistance by Roxie
Roxie Desort
Fairfield, NJ 07004
Phone: 862-210-9379
Email: roxiedesort@gmail.com
Website: www.VirtualAssistancebyRoxie.com

Strictly Typing
Linda Morro
Cranston, RI 02910
Phone: 401-743-2656
Email: business@strictlytyping.com
Website: www.strictlytyping.com

Virtual Personal Assistant
Erika Yocom
Albuquerque, NM 87121
Phone: 303-522-3221
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com
Website: www.vp-assistant.com

The Alliances
Sylvia Mesaros
Anderson, SC 29622
Phone: 864-965-8355
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com

Virtual Writing & Communications Solutions
Mary H. Ruth
Snow Camp, NC 27349
Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website www.writingVA.com

The Office Virtuoso
Kathleen Vargas
Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: 708-385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com

Your Virtual Wizard
Janine Gregor
Ellenton, Florida 34222
Phone: 559-492-7348 (55-Wizard4U)
Email: info@YourVirtualWizard.com
Website: http://www.YourVirtualWizard.com
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Virtual Professional Directory
Continued…
Bankruptcy Support
MG Virtual Office Solutions
Margie Gibson
Salem, OR 97304
Phone: 877-242-1504
Email: margie@mgvirtualofficesolutions.org
Website: www.mgvirtualofficesolutions.org

Bookkeeping & Accounting
Strictly Typing
Linda Morro
Cranston, RI 02910
Phone: 401-743-2656
Email: business@strictlytyping.com
Website: www.strictlytyping.com

The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com

The Alliances
Sylvia Mesaros
Anderson, SC 29622
Phone: 864-965-8355
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com

TMS Bookkeeping and Business Services
Teresa Smith
Crandall, Tx 75114
Phone: 214-789-9937
Email: Teresa@smithteresa.com
Website: www.smithteresa.com

Concierge Services
Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Internet Marketing
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
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Virtual Professional Directory
Continued…
Real Estate Support
List 2 Close Assistant
Serita Diana
Sebring, OH 44672
Phone: 330-851-3042
Email: serita@list2closeassistant.com
Website: www.list2closeassistant.com

Social Media
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com

Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Translation Services
Shore Office Services
JoCarolee Carpenter
Toms River, NJ 08757
Phone: 732-820 - 1391
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com

Virtual Paralegal Services
Starr Paralegals
Pamela J. Starr
Marietta, GA 30062
Phone: 404-317-0129 | Fax: 678-668-7954
Email: pjstarr@starrparalegals.com
Website: www.starrparalegals.com

Virtual Legal Consultants
Lori J. Paul, AACP
Rohnert Park, CA 94927-1175
Phone: 877-310-1372
Email: lori@virtuallegalconsultants.com
Website: http://www.virtuallegalconsultants.com

The Virtual Office Goddess
Lily E. Chambers
Boulder, Colorado 80308
Phone: 303-437-3712
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com
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Virtual Professional Directory
Continued…
Website Services
CLR Virtual Connection
Rebecca Thompson
Pasadena, Texas 77505
Phone: 281-727-0479
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com
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Resource Directory
Click on ad to follow link…
Communication

Domain Administration/Hosting

Logo Creation

Printing
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Resource Directory
Click on ad to follow link…
Software
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